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Abstract—Employees in companies can be divided into different social communities, and those who frequently socialize with
each other are treated as close friends and will be grouped in
the same community. In the enterprise context, a large amount
of information about the employees is available in both (1)
offline company internal sources and (2) online enterprise social
networks (ESNs). What’s more, each of the information sources
can also contain multiple categories of employees’ socialization
activity information at the same time. In this paper, we propose
to detect the social communities of the employees in companies
based on these different information sources simultaneously,
and the problem is formally called the “Enterprise Community
Detection” (E CD) problem. To address the problem, a novel
community detection framework named “HeterogeneoUs MultisOurce ClusteRing” (H UMOR) is introduced in this paper. Based
on the various enterprise social intimacy measures introduced in
this paper, H UMOR detects a set of micro community structures of
the employees based on these different categories of information
available in the online and offline sources respectively.
Keywords-Community Detection; Enterprise Social Network;
Data Mining

I. I NTRODUCTION
People in social organizations (e.g., schools, companies, and
even countries) can generally be divided into different social
communities, where individuals who frequently socialize with
each other will be in the same community, while those who
rarely interact with each other will be in different communities instead. Meanwhile, detecting the social communities
of people within social organizations is formally called the
community detection problem.
Problem Studied: In this paper, we propose to study the social
community structures of employees in companies based on
both the company internal professional information, like enterprise organizational chart [3], [4], [6], job title and employee
workplace, and the personal information available in the online
“enterprise social networks” (ESNs) [3], [4], [6]. Formally,
the problem is named as the E CD (Enterprise Community
Detection) problem. The E CD aims at fusing multiple information sources for the community detection problem, which
is an important problem for big data researches.
To illustrate the E CD problem more clearly, we also provide
an example in Figure 1. Based on the information available
in both online ESNs and offline organizational chart, we
can compute the enterprise social intimacy scores among the
employees (denoted as the width of the green links among the
employees). These 7 employees are divided into 3 communi-

ties, and those with large intimacy scores are grouped into the
same communities respectively.
To address the E CD problem, a new enterprise social community detection framework H UMOR (HeterogeneoUs MultisOurce ClusteRing) is introduced in this paper. A new concept named enterprise social intimacy is formally defined
to measure the closeness among employees in this paper.
H UMOR calculates the intimacy scores among employees
based on the heterogeneous information available in online
ESNs and offline company internal sources respectively. Based
on each category of the information, H UMOR can detect
unique community structures involving the employees, which
are called the micro enterprise communities in this paper.
Framework H UMOR obtains the globally consistent enterprise
community structure by fusing these detected micro enterprise
communities with two hierarchical phases: (1) intra-fusion of
the micro enterprise communities detected in online ESNs and
company internal sources respectively, and (2) inter-fusion of
the enterprise community structures between online ESNs and
company internal sources.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we will first define several important concepts used in this paper, based on which, we will introduce
the formulation of the E CD problem next.
A. Terminology Definition
Enterprise social networks studied in this paper are a new
type of social networks launched in the firewalls of companies
especially, which can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Enterprise Social Network (ESN)): An enterprise social network can be represented as a heterogeneous
information network G = (V, E), where V denotes the set of
nodes, and E represents the complex links in the network.
In this paper, we will take Yammer as an example of online
ESNs. Users in Yammer can perform various kinds of social
activities, e.g., (1) follow other users, (2) create and join social
groups of their interests, (3) write posts, and (4) comment
on/reply/like posts written by others. Besides the online ESNs,
a large amount of information (e.g., the organizational chart,
and various other attribute information) about the employees
is available inside the company, which can be formally represented as an attribute augmented organizational chart.
Definition 2 (Attribute Augmented Organizational Chart): An
attribute augmented organizational chart can be represented
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Fig. 1. An example of enterprise community detection (red circles: detected
community structures; green links: enterprise intimacy scores calculated
among employees, and wider links denote larger intimacy scores).

as a rooted tree T = (N , L, root, A), where N denotes the
set of employees in the company, L represents the management links from managers to subordinates, and root 2 N
indicates the CEO of the company. Set A is the set of
attributes attached to employees in N . For instance, in this
paper, each employee in the company is associated with both
the job title and workplace attributes. Therefore, set A can
be represented as A = At [ Al , where job title attribute
set At = {At (u1 ), At (u2 ), · · · , At (u|N | )} involves the job
title attribute of all the employees and employee workplace
attribute set Al = {Al (u1 ), Al (u2 ), · · · , Al (u|N | )} contains
the workplace attribute of the employees.
B. Problem Definition
Based on the concepts defined above, we can define the
E CD problem formally in this section.
Problem Definition (The E CD Problem): Given the online
ESN G and the offline attribute augmented organizational chat
T , the E CD problem aims at inferring the community structure
of employees in the company. More specifically, we aim at
partition the employee set N in the company into K disjoint
social communities C = {C1 , C2 , · · · , CK }. In this paper, we
don’t consider that case that each employee is involved in multiple communities. Therefore, for these detected community
structures
we have Ci \ Cj = ;, 8i, j 2 {1, 2, · · · , K}, i 6= j
S
and i Ci = N . Generally, the employees grouped in each
community (e.g., Ci ) tend to interact with each other more
frequently and have larger closeness scores with each other
compared with those in other communities (i.e., C \ Ci ).
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODS
A. ESNs based Community Detection
In this part, we will introduce the enterprise intimacy
concept based on ESNs. With the various categories of social
information in online ESNs, we can calculate different types
of enterprise intimacy scores among employees and detect the
corresponding micro enterprise communities respectively.
1) Enterprise Social Intimacy in Online ESN: Generally,
social intimacy is a measure of how people closely interact
with each other. At an individual level, specifically, the enterprise social intimacy involves the quality and number of
connections one has with other employees in the company.
Definition 3 (ESNs based Enterprise Social Intimacy): Based
on the social interactions information available in the online

enterprise social network G = (V, E), the ESNs based
enterprise social intimacy between employees u and v denotes
how close u and v are in the online ESNs G, which can be
represented as EI g (u, v) in this paper.
In this section, we will mis-use “employees” and “users”
to represent the individuals involved in online ESNs. As
introduced in the previous section, employees in online ESNs
can perform various types of social activities, based on which,
different enterprise social intimacy measures can be calculated,
which will not be introduced here due the limited space. Full
information about the enterprise social intimacy measures is
available in [5].
2) ESNs based Enterprise Community Detection and IntraFusion: Micro Community Structure Detection in ESNs
Based on each enterprise social intimacy measure introduced in the previous section, a concrete enterprise social
intimacy matrix can be constructed. For instance, according to
the social connection based enterprise social intimacy, we can
define the enterprise social intimacy matrix Ags 2 R|U |⇥|U | ,
where entry Ags (i, j) = EIsg (ui , uj ), ui , uj 2 U denotes the
social connection information based enterprise social intimacy
between employees ui and uj . In a similar way, we can represent the enterprise social intimacy scores among employees
based on the group participation and user generated content
information as matrices Agg , Agp 2 R|U |⇥|U | respectively.
Based on each of the enterprise social intimacy matrix (e.g.,
Ags ), various methods can be applied to detect the community
structure of the employees. In this paper, we propose to use the
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) method to partition
the intimacy matrix Ags due to its outstanding performance
and wide applications in clustering problems [2]. The NMF
method aims at minimizing the following objective equation
to infer the community structure hidden factor matrix U:
JC (Ags ) = Ags

Us U>
s

2
F

.

Here, the entry Us (i, j) in the hidden factor matrix represents the confidence of employee ui 2 U belonging to the jth
community Cj 2 C. Formally, the enterprise social community
structure described by matrix Us is called the micro enterprise
community structure in this paper.
Similarly, we can define the objective equations JC (Agg )
and JC (Agp ) of the enterprise social intimacy matrix based on
the group membership and user generated content information.
The corresponding hidden factor matrices Ug and Up can be
obtained by minimizing the following two objective equations
JC (Agg ) = Agg

Ug U>
g

2
F

, JC (Agp )

= Agp

Up U>
p

2
F

.

Intra-Fusion of Micro Community Structures in ESNs
The detected hidden factor matrices Us , Ug , Up characterize the community structures of the employee users in
ESNs from different aspects, which can be different from each
other. Meanwhile, these hidden factor matrices are all about
community structures of the same set of employees in the
online ESNs information source, which should be consistent
with the real-world community structure of the employees. To

achieve such a goal, in this paper, an consistent hidden factor
matrix U 2 R|U |⇥K is introduced to represent the consistent
community structure of the employees in online ESNs. To infer
U, we add a set of extra regularization terms to minimize the
differences of community structure described by U from those
described by Us , Ug , Up respectively:
JR (Ags , Agg , Agp ) = kUs

Uk2F + kUg

Uk2F + kUp

Uk2F .

Formally, the process of inferring the consistent community
structure matrix U is called the intra-fusion phrase in the
H UMOR framework. Based on the above remarks, the optimal
consistent community structure matrix U⇤ which can minimize the matrix decomposition costs and regularization terms
simultaneously can be obtained be resolving the following
objective equation:
U⇤ = argU

min

U,Us ,Ug ,Up

X

i2{s,g,p}

JC (Agi ) + ↵ · JR (Ags , Agg , Agp ),

where ↵ represents the weight of the consistency regularizer
and it is assigned with value 1 in the experiments.
B. Company Internal Information based Enterprise Community Detection
Besides the information available in online ESNs, employees also have a large amount of information available in the
offline company information, which can also help identify the
social community structures of the employees.
1) Internal Information based Enterprise Intimacy: In this
section, we will measure the enterprise social intimacy among
employees based on the company internal information, which
include the organizational chart, job titles and workplaces. Due
to the limited space, the detailed measure calculation materials
are deleted, which is available in [5].
2) Internal Information based Community Detection and
Intra-Fusion: Based on the above enterprise social intimacy
measures, we can represent the intimacy scores among employees calculated based on organizational chart, job title
and workplace information in the offline enterprise as adjacency matrices Atc , Att , Atl 2 R|N |⇥|N | respectively. Similarly, the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) method
can be applied to partition the intimacy matrices to obtain
their corresponding community hidden factor matrices, and
the decomposition cost functions are listed as follows:
JC (Atc ) = Atc

Vc Vc>

JC (Atl ) = Atl

Vl Vl>

2
F
2
F

, JC (Att ) = Att

Vt Vt>

2
F

,

.

Meanwhile, these community hidden factor matrices Vc , Vt
and Vl all describe the micro enterprise community structures
of the employees in the offline enterprise from different
perspectives, which should be consistent with each other as
well. To define the consistency regularization term, a new
consistent community hidden factor matrix V 2 R|N |⇥K is
introduced, and the consistency regularization term between
V and Vc , Vt , Vl can be represented as follows:
JR (Atc , Att , Atl )

= kVc

Vk2F

+ kVt

Vk2F

+ kVl

Vk2F

.

Based on the above remarks and the intra-fusion strategy,
the optimal consistent community structure matrix V⇤ of employees in the offline enterprise can be obtained by resolving
the following objective equation:
V⇤ = argV

min

V,Vc ,Vt ,Vl

X

i2{c,t,l}

JC (Ati ) + ↵ · JR (Atc , Att , Atl ),

where the same parameter ↵ (with value 1 in the experiments)
is also used to represents the weight of the consistency
regularization term here.
C. Inter-Fusion of Enterprise Communities
Generally, the company contains the complete information
about all the employees, and some of whom can get involved
in the online ESNs as well. In this section, we will introduce
the joint optimization objective function for detecting the
communities via the inter-fusion of information available in
the online ESNs and offline company.
For the common employees shared by the online ESNs
and offline company internal information sources, the detected
community structures about them should be consistent with
each other. To achieve such a goal, we propose to regularize
the detected community structures from online ESNs and offline company internal information sources. Before introducing
the regularization term, we first define the binary employee
transition matrix T 2 R|U |⇥|N | , where entry T (i, j) = 1 iff
employee ui and uj are actually the same employee in the
online ESNs and offline enterprise respectively. Based on the
transitional matrix, we can map the employees as well as their
hidden community matrix from the online ESN to the offline
enterprise by simply multiplying it with the transition matrix.
For instance, given the hidden community structure matrix
U of the employees online, we can represent the mapped
community structure matrix to the offline company as T> U.
The difference of the employees’ community structure mapped
from the online ESNs (i.e., T> U) and that obtained from the
offline enterprise (i.e., V) can be represented as inter-source
community regularization term
JD (U, V) = (T> U)(T> U)>

VV>

2
F

,

where the non-zero entries in matrices (T> U)(T> U)> and
VV> denote the confidence scores for the corresponding employees to be in the same community based on the information
available in online ESNs and offline company internal data
respectively.
By adding the inter-source community regularization term,
we can redefine the enterprise community detection objective
equation. Formally, the process of adding the inter-source
community regularization term JD (U, V) to the objective
function is named as the inter-fusion procedure in this paper.
The new objective equation can be represented as:
min
U,V

+

X

i2{s,g,p}

X

i2{c,t,l}

JC (Agi ) + ↵ · JR (Ags , Agg , Agp )

JC (Ati ) + ↵ · JR (Atc , Att , Atl ) +

· JD (U, V),

where parameter
denotes the weight of the inter-source
community regularization term, whose sensitivity analysis is
also available in [5].
By replacing the cost and regularization functions with the
matrix representations, we can obtain the final joint objective
function involving 8 hidden factor matrix variables, each of
which can represent the community structure of the employees
from different aspects. However, simultaneous inference of
the optimal values for the matrix variables can be very
computational hard and time consuming.
To simplify the problem, in this paper, we propose to constrain the intra-fusion regularization terms JR (Ag1 , Ag2 , Ag3 ) as
well as JR (Atc , Att , Atl ) to be both 0, i.e.,
Us = Ug = Up = U,
Vc = Vt = Vl = V.
And the simplified objective function will contain two
variables U and V only, which will be much more efficient to
address. The simplified objective function can be represented
as
UU>

min Ags
U,V

Atc

+

VV

>

2
F

>

2
F

+ Agg

UU>

Att

>

+

>

· (T U)(T U)

+

VV

>

VV

2
F

2

>

2
F

UU>

+ Agp
Atl

+

VV

2

IV. C ONCLUSION

F

In this paper, we have studied the enterprise community
detection problem based on the enterprise information about
the employees in both company internal information sources
and online ESNs involving the employees. An integrated community detection framework H UMOR has been proposed in
this paper. H UMOR can detect the micro community structures
about the employees based on each category of the enterprise
intimacy scores calculated based on one type of enterprise
information. In addition, the micro community structures about
the employees are further fused in H UMOR with the intrafusion and inter-fusion steps. Extensive experiments have been
done on the real-world enterprise datasets (including both
the company internal data and the online ESNs data), and
the results have demonstrated the outstanding performance of
framework H UMOR.
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The objective equation is not actually jointly convex and no
closed-form solution exists. In this paper, we propose to solve
with an alternative updating approach. We will fix one variable
(e.g., V) and update the other variable (e.g., U) iteratively
and alternatively, and such a process continues until all the
variables converge.
Let L(U, V) denote the objective function. In iteration ⌧ ,
the updating equations can be represented as
U
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where parameters ⌘1 and ⌘2 denote the gradient descent steps
in updating matrices U and V respectively. The optimal
learning rates ⌘1 and ⌘2 in each iteration steps obtaining the
minimum L(U, V) can be represented as
(⌧ )

⌘1

(⌧ )

⌘2
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(⌧

obtain a cubic equation involving ⌘i (or ⌘2 ). Multiple roots
may exist when addressing the equation and the representation
of the roots is very complicated. In this paper, for simplicity,
we propose to assign ⌘i and ⌘2 with a small constant value
(i.e., 0.05 in the experiments). The above alternative updating
scheme involves the multiplication of matrices. Let n be the
number of employees in the company and ⌧ be the required
rounds to achieve convergence, the time complexity of the
alternative updating method can be represented O(⌧ n2.373 ),
where the Optimized Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm [1] is
applied in the matrix product calculation. In addition, some
pre-computation can be applied to effective reduce the real
running time of the framework by storing the results of
matrices (Ags )> + (Agg )> + (Agp )> , TT> , etc., in advance.
To test the effectiveness of the proposed framework H UMOR
in detecting the communities in companies, extensive experiments have been done on real-world enterprise datasets. For
more information about the experiment settings, experiment
results and parameter sensitivity analysis, please refer to [5]
for more information.

= arg⌘1 min L(U(⌧ ) , V(⌧ ) ),
= arg⌘2 min L(U(⌧ ) , V(⌧ ) ).

The functions can be addressed by taking derivative of L(·)
with regards to ⌘i (or ⌘2 ) and make it equal to 0, we can
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